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the ar t of leaving
Amid the hurried activity of the

nurses’ station in the Palliative Care Unit at Phoenix’s
Mayo Clinic, unlikely background music softly plays.
Wood f lutes carry the soothing vibrations of Native
American history, harps play “Memory” from Cats, and
lively acappella songs ranging from swing to 70s tunes
f loat down the dimly lit hallways.
Even the music of the poet’s pen — as she searches
for just the right phrase — blends to create a harmony
that few would expect in a setting that cares for
patients facing the end of life.
Students, artists, and researchers from Arizona
State University are a vital part of this engaging
environment. Since 2003, they’ve shared artistic
programming recommendations, research, and
their personal talents with Mayo Clinic physicians,
administrators, and palliative care patients. Their
artistic versatility has resulted in live music
experiences at the bedside and celebrations of
patients’ lives through poetry.

The Sound of Music: Sonata del Sol
Randy Kemp is an ASU Fine Arts alumnus and one
of five musicians who visit critically ill patients.
He can attest to the power of music.
“Some nights, it’s just an amazing experience,”
he says, recalling a woman in her mid-20s, who could
no longer verbally respond. “The family wasn’t there,
but the nurse encouraged me to play. So I stood
in the doorway and began to play f lute music as if
the patient could respond and hear.”
After playing a handful of songs, Kemp looked at the
patient. “That’s when I realized there were tears in her
eyes. And that’s when I knew I was in the right place,”
he says. “It’s a privilege to stand in front of folks and say,

‘I really don’t deserve to be here. But thank you for
allowing me to come in and play for you.’”
Kemp’s experience is not unique, say ASU music
professors Sandra Stauffer and Jeff Bush. They study
the efficacy of similar bedside programs and provided
programming leadership during the creation of Mayo’s
effort, Sonata del Sol. They also were responsible for
documenting the impact of such musical experiences.
Over a period of six months, Stauffer and Bush
visited the rooms of seriously ill patients, observing
musician-patient interaction. “We documented what
was said, body language, requests that were made, and
what family members were saying,” explains Stauffer.
“Our role was to document — not to say anything —
remembering that these people are critically ill.”
What the duo witnessed were quiet and active
responses: a closing of the eyes, slowing of agitated
movements, stillness, and, conversely, participation
in the service — singing, humming or moving to the
music. Changes in mood, anxiety, and even decreased
levels of pain were reported by patients.
“These experiences give people an outlet for
some of their suffering,” says Dr. Mark Edwin, chair
of the Mayo Humanities and Medicine Committee.
“Usually, that suffering is emotional or spiritual —
something that we, as a Western medical culture,
are not typically good at addressing. We feel we have
developed a tool that can help patients channel that
suffering.”
Stauffer and Bush conducted extensive interviews
with Mayo staff members, nurses, doctors, and family
members. Those talks revealed ancillary benefits,
beyond those offered to the patient.
“We were going in focusing on the patient,”
explains Bush, who quickly learned that families

The Pitcher
and the Catcher
Crouched behind a leather mitt, you catch
What is thrown at you: my illness,
My rough history of curveballs.
Your hand quick, closes on every throw.
We are like this: the pitcher and catcher.
Our arms strong and gloved, reading
The red spin of threat, arc of the ball,
Your toss, an always gentle return.
What you don’t know is the soft cradle
Of your own hand, how part of every throw is me
Falling into the webbed netting of your mitt,
The worn leather landing of another knuckleball.
We are like this, Dayton, unshocked
By the gravity of what flies between us,
By what lands with a pop in the hand,
And in every release, another catch.
[ DOUGLAS S. JONES ]

by Melissa Crytzer Fry
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The Musician’s Notes
Excerpts from the Mayo-ASU communication log book, designed to informally capture the patient-artist experience.

Vicki: Nurse asked me to come back — patient is 27 years old… Asked for "Amazing Grace" —
she also requested her grandma’s favorites, then we went to country music and her prom song.
She loves the music service — she heard Paula — says she looks forward to hearing all the musicians.
Vicki: She is leaving for hospice today — her husband is with her — she’s very young — I sang for a long time,
all gospel songs — lots of tears — they were so appreciative. He’s trying to be so strong for her.
Randy: The patient said, “I had an out-of-room experience. I saw the big open plains with rolling hills,
beautiful open landscape.”
Vicki: I asked if I could sing, and the first thing he said was — If you are as good as the flute player
and the harpist, I would love it. He requested "What a Wonderful World." When I sang it, he got teary
and told me his wife was in ICU and asked if I would go sing a song for her. She was taking care of him
and had a heart attack — so he’s worried about her.
Vicki: This was amazing — her husband sent me. She is quite something. These people love
each other very much. She talked and talked. She was so happy that her husband sent me; she kept
saying she couldn’t believe there was music. I sang the song he asked for, and she was very teary.
Vicki: Checked with daughter — she thinks her mom would like it because she’s a singer — when I walked in,
she was flat on her back, and when her husband told her I was a singer, she came to life — two other singing
friends came in, and that was the beginning of a small concert. I would sing one, and they would
sing one — the patient jacked up her bed and increased her oxygen and got right with it.
They thanked me again and again. The music really lifted her spirits.
Paula: Nurse said the patient was in the waiting room by the elevators with her son.
Two friends were also there. I played several songs: “Memory” from Cats, “Some Enchanted Evening,”
“Lara’s Theme,” and ended with “18th Variation.” They loved it. We also talked about the harp.
Then on my last piece, Karla and Doug (poets) walked up and had the patient’s poem ready.
Doug read it to her, and it was a very moving moment. The timing of all of us showing up was just right.
Paula: Patient looked like she was in pain. She looked at me a couple of times.
By the end of the session her eyes were closed and she looked peaceful.

were receiving equally positive benefits. “The music
provides an opportunity to see a loved one smile,
laugh, and share with family,” he says.
Information from the interview data suggested
that the music also helps de-escalate the feelings of
tense family members and even staff. “The experience
provides a mental or emotional break and counterbalances difficult or depressing moments,” says
Stauffer, pointing to staff interview responses.
“They describe the music as both motivational and
calming.”
At Mayo Clinic, patients in the Palliative Care
Unit are given preference for bedside music performances. However, oftentimes individuals in the ICU,
rehabilitation, cancer, and transplant units are
referred to the program as well. Since inception,
more than 1,000 patients have been served during
the two-hour musical visits held four times weekly.
“The goal of the program is to give patients an
aesthetic experience through live music at the bedside,” says C. J. Kennedy, coordinator of the Mayo
Center for Humanities in Medicine. “After consulting with nursing staff, musicians ask palliative
care patients if they would enjoy live music in their
rooms. If the response is ‘yes,’ the patient and
musician select music together. Patients can say ‘no’
to this service at any time, because the first concern
is the comfort level of the patient.”
Patients may also request the service as often as
they wish. “There are no limits,” adds Kennedy.
“This is an experience that takes patients out of their
world of medical issues and into another place in
their lives. We don’t want to limit that experience.”
A harpist, guitarist, f lutist, vocalist, and folk
singer/guitarist make up the five-person musician
team. Each has received extensive training.
“They learn about the principles of palliative care
philosophy, confidentiality, and how to work with
the medical staff,” says Kennedy. “After they have
completed their health screenings, they also mentor
with an experienced musician in Sonata del Sol.”

With great sensitivity for the patient, Stauffer,
Bush, and Mayo staff determined the instruments
most suitable in the palliative care setting. They also
jointly identified accomplished musicians for the
program. “This isn’t your average person off the street
coming in to sing three songs they know,” explains
Stauffer. “These are people who are courageous
enough to look a critically ill person in the eye and ask,
‘May I play some music for you today?’”

Lyric Medicine: Poesía del Sol
“If a kind ASU student appears at bedside and hears
an ill person’s life as art, and then renders it as art —
the moments spent there have a sweetness that is
rare in this world,” says Karla Elling, manager of the
Creative Writing Program at ASU.
As part of the Mayo Clinic’s Poesía del Sol program,
ASU poets aim to create precisely that moment. Master
of Fine Arts candidates and alumni compose poems
based on conversations with terminally ill patients.
“We work with people who still want to say
something,” says Regents’ Professor Alberto Ríos,
who monitors the artistic quality of the program.
“And we understand they’re not saying it for themselves anymore. But they are saying it for someone —
sometimes it is their family, and sometimes it’s just
what we say to the world because it’s worth saying.”
The key, adds Ríos, is the ability of the poet
to capture moments. “What we do is we speak to the
moments that seem inconsequential, but, in fact,
our lives are built on those moments. From our
training as poets, what we help do is find words —
put them in the right places so that somebody, when
they read it, feels that’s exactly what they said.”
For the 25 patients and their families who have
received the gift of a poem since the program began
in 2005, this tangible proof of a life lived is often
priceless.
“The patients are just amazed that something so
beautiful came from something they said, which they
thought was nothing,” explains Arreta Hamrick, a
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Still Life
Your brothers say it was easy for you
Effortless, Bill says. She didn’t have to study.
The eldest of four,
You were in charge.
But you leaned toward the gentle side—
Passion spoken through your hands.
Landscapes bloomed from oils on canvas,
Canyons, deserts, mountains covered walls,
Color palettes dreamed by you,
Flowers in still life,
Opening before your green eyes.
Feeding family and friends—
Christmas turkeys, crown roasts,
Tuna and mustard.
Your long, brown hair swinging
As you mingled with your guests,
While another part of you danced
At the kitchen stove.
Effortless, they say.
The way you tied those sheets together,
Tough knots tethered you from the second floor window
To whatever waited in the Cinder Pits or Boonies,
Laughter, friends, the sounds of your youth
Music lingers—
The gentle strum of your guitar,
The racing bow on your violin,
Banjo strings plucked like grapes from a vine.
Beatles, Bartok, Bach.
The sounds of you here,
Effortlessly.
[ SHEILAH BRITTON ]

physician assistant in Mayo’s Palliative Care program.
“Particularly for the families of patients whose life
expectancy was very short — for those who died soon
in the hospital, or soon after leaving the hospital —
this gives the families something to hold onto, and
it just really means a lot to them,” she adds.
According to Ríos, that f leetingness is one factor that
makes the poet’s job so challenging — and rewarding.
“Within an hour, the poet is typing up and printing off
an elegant copy of the poetry,” he says. “We may not see
that person ever again, so it is imperative that we find
a way to conceptualize what the patient said.”
The medical environment, admits Doug Jones, is
another challenge for the writer. “All of my usual habits
and routines — quiet, private space — are not available,”
says Jones, an MFA alumnus who helped begin the
program as a student. “Instead, it is a game of stay-outof-the-way, which relegates me to the landing of the
third f loor, just by the two elevator doors.”
It is not uncommon for poets to be found in lobbies,
their notes and laptop computers strewn across the
f loor, as they search for the perfect words. Once the
words are identified, however, the poet still must
select the proper printmaking medium — artistic
paper, book materials, and framing supplies — and
then present and read the poem to the patient.
“I had a patient recently — a very young man who
was very ill — and when I read the poem to him,
he closed his eyes,” says Sheilah Britton, MFA alumna
and one of four Poesía del Sol poets. “When I finished
reading the poem, he asked me to read it again.
At that point, I thought I couldn’t make it through it.
It’s just an amazing, emotional experience.”
“What our students get out of the program is
important to us,” says Elling, admitting that emotion
is a natural part of the package. “It changes students’
lives,” she says.
This reciprocal model, where both the artist and
patient give and receive, is a concept that Ríos and
Elling hope to share with others. While narrative

storytelling — asking end-of-life patients to share their
life stories — has been employed in multiple palliative
care settings, the use of poetry — or lyric medicine,
as Ríos defines it — is a novel concept.
“We hope to turn the program into a model
so that it’s not simply us doing it,” says Rios. “We can
start to write a curriculum —instruction — for people
in other places to be able to do it as well.”

Lasting Benefits
“My experience has taught me that just because a
person may be dying, it doesn’t mean they no
longer want to laugh,” says vocalist Vicki McDermitt.
“Many want to laugh and laugh big — determined to
live every moment in joy. Music is the catalyst for
amazing things.”
Hamrick agrees, pointing to the opportunity
for normalcy that the arts provide patients who are
nearing the end of life. “It gives the patients the
chance to not be a patient. In the hospital, they’re
being poked and prodded, and everyone who walks
through the door has news for them,” she says. “Music
and poetry really gives them a chance to be a whole
person again.”
The poets, musicians, and medical personnel
all agree. What began in 2003 as a pilot bedside musician
program and continued into the development of
a personalized poetry program two years later,
has brought a renewed sense of humanity to the
medical field.
“We so often focus on the physical component
that the others get left behind,” says Edwin. “Now
we’re treating the spiritual, emotional, and medical
component of the individual.”
SONATA DEL SOL AND POESÍA DEL SOL ARE JOINT PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN MAYO CLINIC
IN

ARIZONA, ASU SCHOOL OF MUSIC, AND THE ASU CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAM.

FUNDING FOR ARTIST PARTICIPATION AND RESEARCH IS SHARED BY ALL THREE ENTITIES.
IN APRIL 2007, POESIA DEL SOL, AS PART OF THE HUMANITIES IN MEDICINE MISSION
AT MAYO CLINIC, WAS HONORED WITH THE “COMMUNITY GOVERNOR’S ARTS AWARD.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT KARLA ELLING AT 480.965.3528. SEND E-MAIL TO
KARLA.ELLING@ASU.EDU; OR SANDRA STAUFFER, PH.D.,

480.965.4374.

SEND E-MAIL TO SANDRA.STAUFFER@ASU.EDU.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY MICHAEL HAGELBERG
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